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Slowing Down in Holden Village
The remote hamlet of Holden offers an escape to new experiences

by Janice Van Cleve

High in a remote mountain valley,
halfway between the ice-gouged deep of
Lake Chelan and the summit of Glacier
Peak, hides the tiny village of Holden,
Washington.  A former copper mining
town sporting some seventy-two homes
and community buildings in its heyday
back in the 1940s and 1950s, Holden
Village remains today only a small
collection of dorms and chalets, which
serve an ecumenical Lutheran retreat
center. It was to this tiny hamlet that
my volunteer work with the Washing-
ton Trails Association took me for a
week of trail construction and mainte-
nance.

WTA calls these weeklong trips
Volunteer Vacations.  Now if your idea

of a vacation is sleeping in, lounging in
the sun, and being pampered all day,
this is not it.  If, on the other hand, you
take seriously the meaning of the word
vacation—to vacate your usual occupa-
tion and mindset—then WTA has
named it right.  For myself, I wanted to
see some of the more remote wilder-
ness of Washington state, hopefully in
the company of experienced and
responsible people, and to give some
time back for all the pleasure I have
enjoyed over the years from the
region’s hiking trails.

This Volunteer Vacation was another
challenge for me as well.  You see, I’m
really a city girl.  I don’t mind the
hardships of work, dirt, bugs and
pushing the edge of my physical
envelope—so long as I can finish the

day with a good shower and clean
sheets.  The prospect of eight days of
sleeping in a cold tent, tripping over
branches in the dark to pee in a field
latrine, and especially no wine with
dinner—all this is, in every sense of the
word, a vacation from my usual
mindset.

To say Holden Village is remote is an
understatement.  It has no telephone or
electrical connection to the outside
world.  There is no television, no
Internet, no cell phones, and no traffic
other than hikers who drop in from
over the desolate snow-covered passes
to the west, the occasional boatloads of
church groups, and WTA trail volun-
teers.  The village does have a radio for
emergencies and some week-old
newspapers. But the old school bus
makes the twelve-mile trip down the
switchbacked dirt road to the port of
Lucerne no more than three times a
week.  Holden is so remote that they
don’t even update their license plates.
The vehicles never leave the only road
in the valley and that road isn’t main-
tained by the county, so there’s no legal
obligation to license them.

Holden Village is self sufficient.  It
has its own hydroelectric plant, its own
source of water and a modern water
purification system, and its own sewer
and sewer treatment facility.  Fire is an
ever-present danger in this tinder-dry
forest.  One building burned to the
ground in seconds just a few years ago.
That’s why the village has a rotating
volunteer fire brigade and a series of
hydrants strategically located around
the town—and even sprinkler systems
in some of the buildings.

The U.S. Forest Service maintains a
ranger on site, who serves whatever law
enforcement role is needed.  There are
fully equipped carpentry and machine
shops, so all vehicles and buildings can

Lunch with a view: WTA volunteers take a break while working on trails near the
village of Holden. The tiny community is a unique outpost in the woods.
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be repaired and rebuilt on site.  There
are also pottery and weaving shops, a
communal dining hall with a wonderful
bakery, and a sauna.  Heat in the winter
is provided by the hydroelectric plant
with supplementation from wood
stoves when necessary.  The Forest
Service allows the village to harvest
trees in the valley so the village has an
abundant source of fuel.

Energy is not always dependable,
however.  The water supply can be
interrupted by avalanches up near the
headwaters of the hydro pipeline.  This
effectively cuts off water and all
hydroelectric power.  Last year, the
creek through the center of the village
washed out the bridge, cutting off the
wood stores on one side from the
freezing buildings on the other. The
bridge has been rebuilt, but residents
now keep one year’s worth of wood
stored on their side of the river —just in
case.

The most sophisticated evidence of

self-sufficiency is the Holden Village
recycling program.  All food, contain-
ers, scraps and trash are hauled daily to
the recycling center where volunteers
meticulously sort it into compost,
burnables, reusables, and landfill—all
overseen by the resident “garbologist.”
Seriously. There really is a person called
a garbologist, and he or she is a very
important part of the community.  The
compost is hauled across the river to a
series of composting bins.  The result-
ing soil is trucked back across the river
to feed the gardens and lawns in the
village.  I benefited from this effort by
enjoying the hundreds of fragrant irises
that were in full bloom while I was
there.

I was not the only one to benefit
from the recycling operation.  Compost
generates heat.  The garbologist tells a
story of one enterprising bear who
figured out he could find a nice warm
place to hibernate, and fresh table
scraps to eat every day, simply by

sleeping on the compost.  They have
since installed electrified fencing
around the bins.

The bears are still around, however.
There are warning signs about camping
in bear country all over the community.
We found bear scat more than once
right on the old road by the mine.

Several of our volunteers ran into a
600-pound bruin in broad daylight on
the road between our campsite and the
village.  Needless to say, this did not
encourage me about getting up and out
of my tent in the middle of the night to
answer nature’s call!

There are deer everywhere in
Holden.  They walk right through the
middle of town, they don’t get out of
the way when you pass them on the
road, and they check out your tent even
while you’re still inside.  It’s a bit
unnerving to unzip your tent flap and
see a pair of shining eyes staring back at
you a mere five feet away!  One doe
made so bold as to nose around our fire
pit just a few yards from the picnic table
while we were eating supper.  An even
more unusual sight was a doe and her
two fawns casually grazing between the
buildings.  The fawns were newborns
this year, barely three feet high and still
speckled white.  It is comforting to find
a place like this where nature and
humans can coexist in such harmony.

The residents here run the retreat
center and maintain the village.
Teachers come to give lectures or take
sabbaticals.  Writers come to work in
uninterrupted peace.  Hikers pass
through on their way to far lakes and
high meadows.  Lutheran churches
send youths here for summer camp.
We WTA volunteers, however, were
here to work and there was plenty to
do.

The long, narrow valley in which
Holden Village nestles is flanked on
both sides by starkly bold mountains.
To the south rise Buckhorn, Copper,
and Dumbbell.  To the north are
Bonanza, Martin Ridge, and Buckskin.
These are not the relatively gentle
mountains of the western Cascades.
These are wild, fierce peaks which rear
up 3,000  feet from the valley into the

The crew: WTA volunteers built a realignment of Ten Mile Creek
trail during a week-long volunteer vacation at Holden.
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sky.  Rugged, sharp cliffs of brute rock
jut up from the churning river like
fortress walls, their pointy, snow-clad
towers often wreathed in scraps of
cloud.   What impressed me most was
the abruptness of their rise—straight
up, like some clay model completely
out of scale.  That’s where we were to
build our trails.

The first three days, we built a
realignment of the Ten Mile Creek
Trail. The fourth day, we took a break
and some went hiking.  I stayed in town
and took a nap.  The sun was out that
day, and even on a hard wood bench I
felt so good to be sleeping and to be
warm at the same time.  Daytime
temperatures were up in the 60s but at
night the valley plunged into the 30s,
which is cold even in a sleeping bag
inside a four-season tent.  The last two
days, we cleared brush and hiked up to
Copper Creek Basin, which is the most
beautiful Alpine setting I have ever
seen.  In the basin was a broad, flat
meadow bordered by a lazy bayou of
clear mountain water.  Tall crags of
purple and gray rock, like a brooding
circle of dark wizards in pointed hats,
spiked all around us.  Delicate ever-
greens marched tenuously in thin lines
up between the jumbled piles of
avalanche talus.

The biodiversity within this secret

basin was amazing.  Wildflowers of all
kinds contested for every inch of boggy
soil.  One old trunk, long stripped of its
bark, lay toppled and broken in two on
the water’s edge.  Its underlying woody
layers twisted in spirals like sinews of
muscle on a bodybuilder. Our work
party ate lunch there, talking and joking
as long as we dared, before shreds of
cloud tore loose from the granite
pinnacles and tumbled down upon us
with light sprinkles.

Of all the wondrous experiences and
sights that I take away from Holden
Village, it is the children I’ll remember
most.  After work, our crew often had
an hour or so before supper, and I took
that opportunity to escape into the
village for a shower.  Afterwards I
would steal away a few minutes to work
on a picture puzzle in the community
hall.  That is where I met the children.

Imelda was the first one I met.  She is
a young woman, a teen, up from
Mexico with a church group.  She has
come here to the United States to learn
English so she can pursue her aspira-
tions of getting a job and getting ahead
in her home country.  Micah, Nate and
Tim were three boys whose natural
bubbling energy bordered on the
rambunctious.  Getting boys interested
in a picture puzzle would seem impos-
sible but I showed an interest in them

and encouraged them.  Once the
outline was completed and they saw
they could actually find pieces, then it
became a challenge.  With each success
they gained a sense of confidence and
accomplishment.  I showed them that
even a small piece makes a difference in
the whole puzzle.  I hope they can
apply that lesson to their lives as well.

Little Rachel came in one evening
and for her the puzzle was just an
excuse to talk.  We chatted about her
dress, her cousin, and what she was
doing in the village.  I found it delightful
to engage a young mind and try to see
things from her perspective.  I met her
again with her mom on the boat when
we left.  Then I learned that Rachel
could communicate in sign language as
well.  Kai was a very small girl and shy.
She didn’t say much with all the boys
around, but she did appreciate being
included where the action was.  All the
kids said hi to me on the streets of
Holden whenever we’d run into each
other.

On my last day, I stopped in to the
puzzle room one last time.  Nate was
there.  He came in to say goodbye, and
he wanted to show me what he could
do on the piano.  He sat down and,
from memory, began to play.  For the
next twenty minutes this plain little
room in this remote little village was
filled with the passion and precision of a
well performed sonata.  It was Nate’s
little gift to serenade my departure.

And that’s the amazing thing about
Holden Village.  There are layers to this
place that are not obvious at first
glance.  Its history goes back, its mines
go deep, and the display that Nature
lays out here ranges from titanic
geology to delicate bog flowers.  The
people here have layers, too.  Behind
their many and varied reasons for
coming to this remote place are
personal stories, spiritual paths found
and forsaken, and, from a little boy, a
delicate sonata.  Holden Village is
indeed a good place to vacate the usual
occupations and mindsets. �

Janice Van Cleve is a city girl and
WTA  member from Seattle who vacates
to the mountains when she can.
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Wide valleys above Holden. Surrounding peaks include Buckhorn,
Copper, Dumbbell, Bonanza, Martin Ridge, and Buckskin.


